1/ Price - our readers are heavily discounted! You can easily drive your budget 40-50% further with Network Educational Australia! It means many more books for your classes!

2/ Quality - we select and 'pick the best' from all Australian educational publishers with some international publishers. We look for great stories and illustrations, and fit to the National Curriculum for suitability. We have a range of fiction/non-fiction, text types, subjects, ACARA themes, and genres.

3/ Range - we offer a huge range of Australian readers! We get titles from ALL of the great educational publishers! There are over 2,000 reader titles in our range! We are non-stop on reviewing - adding, removing and considering new titles.

4/ Ease of ordering - we have packs which have been reviewed and checked. These are in convenient 10 and 20 readers value packs for a level or range of levels.

5/ Shelf-ready - you can acquire, sticker and shelve our titles in no time they are ready to go! You have the book labels, and even the reader holders to quickly organise. It is easy to order and to commission your reader libraries with Network!

6/ Ordering time - we hold over half a million dollars worth of readers at any one time, meaning we already have stock ready to fulfil orders! If an order is urgent it can be shipped overnight!

7/ Web store - plenty of title to browse with a simple and secure purchasing and checkout system. Alternatively, you can contact our experienced staff by phone, email or fax.

8/ One Stop Shop - you can buy Big Books, Guided Readers, Hi-Lo and Take Home Readers from Network Educational Australia - one simple order and your work is done!

9/ Experience - we have been supplying educational resources since 1983! 34 years! This is our business - we know your requirements, we know what children need to learn to read fluently and we can deliver immediately without fuss.

10/ New releases! We always stock the latest titles which have been published. This means the selection changes continually. The contents of our packs differs every year!